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Abstrmt. Restricted versions of DTOL systems, so-called commutative DTOL systems, are con- 
sidered. In these systems the length of a word derived is independent of the order of tables used. It 
turns out that many interesting length sets or languages, such as the set of composite numbers, are 
generated by these systems. Moreover, this approach makes it possible to give new (and slightly 
generalized) proofs for some undecidability results concerning DTOL functions. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years much attention has been paid in formal language theory to parallel 
rewriting. One but not the only reason for this is that the study of L systems has 
revealed some mathematically very interesting language families,, such as the family 
of ETOL languages, see e.g. [7], to mention only one. The basic object behind this 
family is a TOL system, a parallel rewriting system with many nice properties. 
However, for certain purposes these systems are rather difficult to handle, mainly 
due to non-determinism allowed, and so the determinism restriction becomes 
natural. Moreover, such restricted systems, called DTOL systems, are closely related 
to formal power series and thus results from this latter field are available when 
studying DTOL (or even TOL) systems, see [9]. 
In this paper restricted versions of DTOL systems, so-called commutative DTOL 
systems, are considered. A DTOL system is called commutative if the word derived, 
or as in this paper its length, is independent of the order of the tables used. Especially, 
in a one-letter case, i.e. in a DOL case, all systems are commutative. So commutatirle 
DTOL systems may be regarded as a natural generalization of DOL systems. 
The restriction put for a DTOL system to be commutative israther strict, and so it is 
not surprising that all DTOL length sets are not generated commutatively. On the 
other hand working with commutative DTOL systems i  in many respects much easier 
than with DTOL systems in general, and what is still more convenient is that many 
interesting length sets are generated, even in a natural way, commutatively by DTOL 
systems. For instance, we will see that for any polynomial P with nonnegative 
coefficients the language {8n1***.*nf) 1 l, . . . , nr a 0) is an EDTOL language as well as 
the language {a” 1 n is composite}. . 
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We will also show that it is decidable whether a given DTOL system is commutative 
(with respect o lengths of words), while some problems known to be undecidable for 
DTOL systems in general, see [8], remain undecidable even for polynomially 
bounded and commutative DTOL systems. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we define briefly the notions needed in this paper. For more detailed 
definitions as well as rr.o&ation the reader is referred to [3] or [7]. 
A DTOL system G is a triple (2, {h 1, . . . , h,}, U) where C is a nonempty alphabet, 
each hi is a homomorphism from a free monoid generated by 2, in symbols Z*, into 
itself, and o is a nonempty word of C*. The homomorphisms are called tables, and if 
t = 1 the system is called a DOL system. Let us denote 
Lo = M, 
L n+l = M4,. . .9 h,(v)lvEL,} for n >O. 
Then a DTOL system G gonerates the language 
L(G)= 5 L, 
n=O 
and the length set 
length L(G) = {n 1 L(G) contains a ydord of length n}. . . 
The notions like a DOL language or the family of DTOL languages are defined as 
usual. 
Assume that C = {al,. . . , a,}. Then for a word 0 in C* and for aj in C IQlj denotes 
the number of ajs in Q and IQ1 denotes the length of Q. With these notions we 
associate with G the function FG from (1, . . . , t}* into N as follows: 
For each homomorphism hi we define an r X r matrix Mi by setting its elements 
rn&) equal to lhi(a,>lS. Then for each x = il l l l ik we put 
&(x) = Mxrl (1) 
where 7~ is the Parikh vector of o, MX denotes Mi, l l l Mik and q is a column vector 
with all entries equal to 1. It is immediately seen that Fa(x) (resp. rrM,) gives the 
length (resp. the Parikh vector) of the word hi, l l 9 hi,(o). So the range of & 
coincides with length L(G). 
Functions defined like Fc; above are called in general DTOL 
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Above we defined the notion of commutativit;l with respect o lengths of words. Of 
course, this can be done with respect o Parik’h vectors or even words, too. 
Example 1. Let us consider a DTOL system G with C ={all, a12, a21, Use}, w = 
~lla12422~~122 and the homomorphisms 
hh) = 411a12, 
hh2) = al2, 
hb21) = a2la22, 
hl(a22) = 422, 
h2hl) = alla21, 
h2b 12) = al2a22, 
h2b21) = a21, 
h2b22) = a22. 
So IM442 = AN& and G is commutative. Moreover, for all x in {1,2}* 
&(x) = (1, 1, l,1)M’I”“M~‘2(1, 1,1, UT 
=(l,l,l,lJ[; ‘; i ,;$ i ‘; ~~.j(l,l,191~* 
= (1,1x11 + 1, 1,1x11 +1)(1x12+ 1,1x12+ 19 19 MT 
= (1x11 +a(IXl2+2). 
3. Basic propwties 
In this section we establish some basic properties of commutative DTOL systems. 
First we observe that the number of different word lengths on the ith level, i.e. the 
cardinality of length Lj in our previous terminology, is bounded by a polynomial the 
degree of which is one smaller than the number of tables. More precisely, 
card length Li q+;- 1) 
where t is the number of tables of the system. So if the system contains only two 
tables, then card length Lj is at most i + 1. 
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It follows that all DTOL functions are not generated commutatively, since in 
general card length Li grows exponentially. But we can prove even more, namely 
that all DTOL length sets neither z&e generated commutatively, see Theorem 5. From 
this point of view it is interesting to note that the commutativity of a DTOL system is a 
decidable property. 
Theorem 1. It is decidable whether a given DTOL system is commutative. 
Proof. Let G be a DTOL system with matrices MI,. . . , Mt. For each r and s in 
11 , . . . , t} we define functions F, and Fsr from (1, . . . , t}* into N by setting 
where 7r stands for the Parikh vector of the axiom of G and Q = (1, n . . , l)T. Clearly, 
G is commutative iff Frs = F,, for all r and s in { 1, . . . , t}. But these functions are 
N-rational and so their equality can be checked, see [l]. 
Our next result is very basic for this paper. It is well known, for instance, in 
connection with N-rational functions, see e.g. [9], and we present its proof only for 
the sake of completeness. 
Theorem 2. For any DOL functions f 1, . . . , f( there exists a commutative DTOL 
system G with t tables such that 
Proof. Let Gi = (Zi, hi, oi) be a DOL system with the growth function fi. Further let 
Hi and vi denote the matrix determined by hi and the Parikh vector of oi, 
respectively. We define a DTOL system G with the alphabet C = & x l l . x & the 
Parikh vector of the axiom 7r = ~10 l . .O nt and the matrices 
where x and 0 denotes the direct and the Kronecker product, respectively, and the 
identity matrices are of an appropriate size, i.e. the fib component in any Kronecker 
product is of the same order than Hb 
Recalling the identity (A 0 B)( C 0 D) = (AC) 0 (BD) (if all products defined) we 
conclude that, for r c s, 
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Hence G is commutative. Moreover, we obta.in 
which proves the theorem. 
Let us consider more detailed, from L systems point of view, how G above is 
constructed. First of all C may be identified with 
Ia (it , . . . , it))ij= 1,. . . ,card Z’j}. 
The table associated with Mj simulates the homomorphism hi and is defined as 
follows. For simplicity let Zj = (1, . . . , card + &} and assume that hi(k) = kr l l . k,. 
Then the table corresponding Mj contains productions 
ati1 s---9 k S---S it)+ a&, . . . , kl, . . . , iI) l l l a(il, . . . , kS, . . . , it) 
for all possible values of ir, . . . , ii-19 ij+l, . . . , it. Finally, the axiom of G contains all 
the letters of the form u (il, . . . , it) where for each j ii is a letter in q. Moreover, 
in determining the axiom the multiplicities must be taken care of. An example 
of the above construction is our Example 1, where G1 = G2 = 
({al, ~121, h -, w2, a2 + a21, w2>. 
FG(X) = i flj(IxI*) l l l ftj(IXIt). 
j-1 
As regards the converse of Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 the following holds. 
Theorem 3. Any commutative DTOL function is of the form 
FG(x) = !? flj(bll) l ’ l ftjdxlt), 
j=l 
where all the 
functions. 
functions f ij are N-rational and moreover the functions ftj are even DOL 
(2) 
(3) 
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Proof. Follows immediately from the fact that if A and B are square matrices of 
order N, then 
AB= F AqiriB 
i=l 
where qi is the jth coordinate vector as a column vector and 7ri is the same as a row 
vector. 
It is known that (3), without further assumption concerning the functions hi, 
characterizes the set of commutative N-rational functions, see [9]. On the other hand 
it is clear that (3), with or without the above mentioned further assumption, does not 
characterize commutative DTOL functions, cf. Example 4. The formula (2) neither 
characterizes commutative DTOL functions, as is seen by the following example. 
Example 2. We show that the function F defined by 
F(x)=()&+l)(l&+l)+(f+(-I) ) M,+l 
is a commutative DTOL function but is not of the form (2). The first part follows since 
F = FG where G is a DTOL system with the alphabet {al, ~12, ~3, a4, dl, aA}, the 
axiom al and the tables 
a2 + a2, a2 + a2a4, 
a3 + a3a4, a3 + a3, 
Tl: T2: 
a4 + a4, a4 + a4, 
aA +A, aA + aA. 
The second part is proved as follows. Assume that 
F(x) = IF fiCIXIl>gi<IXI2> 
i = 1 
where f:s and g:s are DOL functions. Since F(A) = 1, N must be 1. SO 
F(x) =f(!xldgtlxlz> = (1x11+ 1)(1x12+ 1)+qx1, 
where f and g are DOE functions and alxl, = (1+ (- 1) ixJl+1). Putting lxli = Owe obtain 
g(lxl2) = 1x12+ 1 
and hence 
(1x12 + l)(f(lx(1)- IXll - 1) = WI* 
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But this is a contradiction since (al,l,) is bounded but not zero-sequence. A more 
simple example would be the function defined tij F(x) = 1x11+ 1x1~ + 1 n 
Our next aim is to prove that all DTOL length sets are not generated com- 
mutatively. For this purpose we need some notions. We say that a language L (resp. a 
set K of natural numbers) contains a gap of length N if there exists an #fz such that 
lengthLn{n,..., n+N}(resp. IKnIn,..., n + N}) is empty. Moreove’r, we call a 
langubge L strongly gapable if there exists a real number 9 such that for any natural n 
length L u (i 1 i a qn} contains a gap of length n. Intuitively this means that L must 
contain “large gaps” in the set of “short words”. For instance any polynomial 
language Lk, i.e. Lk = {u~‘~) 1 n 3 0) where P is a polynomial of degree k, does not. 
contain large enough gaps to be strongly gapable. This follows since the greatest gaps 
of Lk in the set {up(“) lnsm}areofordermk-’ which is not fractional of m’. 
Finally, we define the density of a language L, in symbols dens L, to be 
lim card length L n { 1, . . . , n} 
?a+- n 
if this limit exists. With these notions we prove 
Theorem 4. If a commutative DTOL language L is strongly gapable, then dens L = 0. 
Proof. Assume that a DTOL system G generates L. Define the family 9 by 
S = {K 1 K is a range of a function of the form (2)). 
We shall show that length L is a finite union of sets in 5 To do this we recall t5at any 
N-rational function g over one variable can be decomposed to DOL functions, i.e. 
there exist a natural number p and DOL functions gl, . . . , g, such that 
dnp + i) = gib) forna0 and i=l,...,p. 
Hence, by Theorem 3, length L is indeed a finite union of sets in 9, say length 
L=&v* l -UK,. 
To prove the theorem it suffices to show that dens Ki = 0 for any i = 1, . . . , n. Let 
Ki be the range of 6 = &fi where each h is as in Theorem 2 a product of DOL 
functions, say h(X) = glj(lXll) l l l gtj(IxIr). Since K is strongly gapable so is Kg, too. 
Hence, for any 9 = 1, . . . , t there exists an index j(9) such that gqj(q) grows exponen- 
tially. This means that Fi grows exponentially with respect o all variables, showing 
that 
E(x) a Ad”’ 
for suit,ably chosen ac > 1 and A. So dens Ki - - 0 since the number of different word 
lengths generated by a commutative DTOL system in less than IX Isteps is bounded by 
a polynomial in 1x1. 
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Example 3. Consider a DTOL system G with the alphabet (a, 6, c, a’, 6 40, bo}, the 
axiom w = a0 and the tables which are obtained by taking any combination of the 
productions listed below 
a0 + bo, 
b. -, aoaaa, aoaaa’, aoa?iZ, aoZZi, 
a+bb, 
a’ + 66, c, 
b-,aa, 
b-+aa, 
c + aaaa. 
It is immediately seen that all words derived in 2n steps are of length 4” while the 
length of words on levels 2n + f are between 4” and 2 9 4” - 1, and in fact all of these 
values are reached by choosing suitable tables. This latter observation follows 
because all words on levels 2n are in ao{a, a}* and the number of Q’S assume (as is 
seen inductively) all values between 0 and 4” - 1. Hence 
Evidently length L(G) is strongly gapable having no density. So we obtain 
Theorem 5. All DTOL length sets are not generated commutatively. 
4. Applications 
In this section we consider some consequences of the basic properties established 
above. Especially, we are interested in what kind of polynomials are DTOL functions 
of a commutative system. For this purpose we recall some notions from [4]. By a 
monomial we mean a polynomial of the form An i1 9 9 l n:, and we say that a 
monomial Ani1 l 9 l n :t covers a monomial Bni’ l 8 * nit iff ri 3 si for all i and ri > Si 
for some i. Moreover we denote 
p={P(nl,. . . n,) 1 t 2 1; P is a polynomial with rational coefficients and 
nonnegative integer values; any monomial of P with 
a negative coefficient is covered by another one with 
a positive coefficient}. 
As is shown in [4] 9 characterizes N-rational polynomials, i.e. for any P in 9 there 
exists an N-rationai function F such that 
F(x) =pcl& l l ’ 9 IXIA 
and conversely. 
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Example 4. Functions 
and 
Fdx) = (1x11+ l)l& + 1 
F2(x)=(~xJ~+1)2(~~~2+1~-4(1xll+~~(lxI2+~~+4(lx12+~~+~ 




By the above example 9 does not characterize commutative DTOL functions. 
However we prove 
Theorem 6. For any polynomial Pin 9 there xist a commutative DTOL system G and 
a constant K such that 
&(x1 =P(I&, . . .s Ixlt) 
for all x satisfying Ix Ii 2 K for i = 1, . . . , t. 
Proof. For the polynomials with integer coefficients the proof is an obvious 
modification of the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [4]. Hence the result follows from the 
Claim. Let F be a commutative DTOL function of the form (2) and with the property 
that a constant p divides F(x) for all x. Then there exist a DTOL function F’ and a 
constant K’ such that 
F’(x) 
1 
= iF(x) for x satisfying lxli 3 K’ for all i. 
The proof of the claim is as follows. Let F(X) = xi f&II) l l l ftj(IXIr)* we write 




f2j(lX(2) l ’ ’ hj(lx!l) 
i 
where the sequences aj are bounded and ultimately periodic keeping for all j, 
f lj( Ix 11) - aj positive-valued and making it divisible by p. For those j to whom f lj(Ix II, 
is bounded aj is the zerosequence and the corresponding summand in the first sum is 
transferred to the second one. Since the functions (fij(lx 11) -aj)/p are DOL 
functions, see [lo] and [l 11, and the family of DTOL functions with a bounded range 
is closed under division by a constant, the claim follows from (4) by induction. 
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For polynomials with natural coefficients we formulate, as an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 2 and Corollary 1, 
Theorem 7. For any polynomial P with natural coeficients and t variables there xists 
a commutative DTOL system G such that 
F&x) = P(lxi1+ 1, . . . : Ix]t + 1). 
Corollary 2. For any polynomial P with natural coeflcients and positive values the 
language {aP(nl*.*.‘nr’ 1 nl, . . . , nt 20) is an EDTOL language. 
Proof; It is sufficient o show that {P(nl, . . . , n,) 1 nl, . . . , n1 3 0) is a DTOL length set 
since the EDTOL languages are closed under homomorphisms. By Theorem 7, the 
set {P(nl, . . . 9 n,)lnl, . . . , n1 3 1) is a DTOL length set. So the fact that the family of 
DTOL length sets is closed under union guarantees that it k enough to prove that the 
sets of the form {P(nl, . . . , n,) 1 ni = 0, nl, . . . , ni-1, ni+l, . . . , nt >O} are DTOL 
length sets. But these are ranges of polynomials with t - 1 variables and so the result 
follows by induction. 
Above results provide us with some rather interesting examples of DTOL length 
sets. 
Example 5. By the identity 
{n 1 n is composite] = {mk Im, k 3 2) 
we conclude that the set of composite numbers is a DTOL length set, cf. Example 1. 
Remembering that the set of primes is not even an ETOL length set, see [S], we have 
found an explicit example of an EDTOL language over a one-letter alphabet whose 
complement is not even an ETOL language. 
Example 6. The set 
consists of exactly those numbers which are not square-free. So dens K = 1 - 6/w2, 
see [2], showing that a DTOL language may possess atranscendental density. On the 
other hand, it is not difficult to see that the density of a DOC language always exists 
and is rational. 
We finish this section by showing that all polynomials with integer coefficients are 
generated by commutative DTOL systems ifonly a dominant erm is allowed, see [8]. 
Moreover, tnis dominant erm can be chosen to be a very simple polynomial. 
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Theorem 8. For any polynomial P with integer coefficients and t variables there exists 
a commutative DTOL system G and a constant K such that 
Proof. Let P’ be a polyiiomial satisfying P<I&, l l . ,I& = P’(lxl1+ 1, l . . , lxll + 1). 
Since the function 
is, by Theorem 7, a DTOL function for great enough K, the theorem follows. 
5. Undecidabifity results 
Considerations presented in previous sections make it possible to give new 
(and slightly generalized) proofs for some known undecidability theorems, see 
e.g. [S, 93 or [ 11. As in [9] we use Xlbert’s tenth problem, 2nd we believe, in 2 very 
natural way. 
Theorem 9. It is undecidable whether 
(i) two polynomially bounded and commutative DTOL functions assume the same 
value for some word x, 
(ii) for two polynomially bounded and commutative DTOL functions f and g 
f(x) 2 g(x) holds for all words x. 
Proof. We reduce the problems to Hilbert’s tenth problem which is known to be 
undecidable, see [6]. So assume that P is any polynomial with integer coefficients and 
t variables. By Theorem 8, the function (lx) + t + l)K + P(l& . . . ,lxll) is 2 DTOL 
function for some natural K, and so is the function (1x1-c t + l)? Hence the decidabil- 
ity of (i) would imply the decidability of Hilbert’s tenth problem. 
To prove (ii) wc only use functions (Ix[+ t + l)K +P(l& - . . , Ixlr)* and 
(I I x + t + l)K + 1 instead of the above ones. 
Next we turn to consider the decidability of some problems associated with one 
DTOL function only, such as the monotonicity problem. We are not able to prove 
that these problems, cf. [8], are undecidable for commutative DTOL systems, but we 
can do this for polynomially bounded systems. For this purpose we define like in [8] 
the function ODD from C* into C* by setting ODD(x) = ~1x3 l l l ~2~~1 for 211 words 
of the form x1x2. 9 . x2n or x1x2 l l l ~2~4. In other words ODD catenates every 
second letter. Using this notion we show that polynomials over many variables are 
mergeable with a polynomially bounded dominant erm. 
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Theorem 10. For all polynomials P and Q with integer coefficients and t variables 
there xists a constant K and a DTOL system G such that 
(IODD + t + l)K + P([ODD(x)]) 
FG(X) = ((loDD(x)/ + t + lJK c Q([ODD(x)]; 
where the square brackets denotes the Parikh vector of a 
for 1x1 even, 
for 1x1 odd 
word. 
proof. First we define a function S from N’ into N’ by S(nl,. . l , n,)= 
(nl+l,...: n, + l), and let P’ and Q’ be polynomials with the properties P = P’oS 
and Q = Q’ 0 S. Moreover, let R be a polynomial with integer coefficients uch that 
P’+R and Q’+R contain the same monomials z=Ted with positive coefficients. By 
Theorem 8, the function defined by 
FI(x)=([xl+t+l)K-R(~x~l+l,...,)x;l+l) 
is a DTOL function fc lr some constant K. From this it follows, by the standard use of a 
double alphabet, that the function 
F2 = FIoODD 
is a DTOL function, too. Observe that F2 is not any rng; ‘e, ct>mmutative. 
Now for a polynomial T we denote by char T the pt. lynonk! containing exactly 
the monomials of T and with ones as their coefficienk ,“hen as above 
(char(P’ + R))oSoODD or equivalently (k jai (0’ t R))oSoODD 
is a DTOL function. But a system generating this func; :! 5 e~ly converted, by using 
an extra symbol and the erasing production for it :o t’ : system generating the 
function F3 defined by 
((P’+ R)oSoODD)(x) for 1x1 even, 
for 1x1 odd. 
Now the theorem follows from the identity 
FG = F2+F3. 
As a consequence of Theorem 10 we conclude 
Theorem 11. It is undecidable 
(i) whether a given polynomialiy bourzded DTOL firnction F remains constant 
somewhere, i.e. whether there exist a word x and a letter b such that F(xb) = F(X); 
(ii) whether a given polynominlly bounded DTOL function is monotonous. 
Proof. Quite the same as the proof of Theorem 9. Now Theorem 10 is used instead of 
Theorem 8. 
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It is interesting to note that the problems in Theorems 9 and 11 are decidable for 
polynomially bounded DOL systems while the status of the decidability for DOL 
systems in general is open. 
As regards to the number of tables needed to make the above problems undecid- 
able the following is worth mentioning. If we give up the commutativity, also in 
Theorem 9, then the number of tables is two, This is seen as follows. Let G be a 
DTOL system with more than two, say for instance with five, tables. Then there exists 
a DTOL system G’ with two tables only such that it simulates one-step derivations of 
G in many (here three) steps as shown in Fig. 1, where the equality means that the 
corresponding words are the same. The formal definition of G’ is not difficult, it is 
carried out by using multiple alphabets. As a consequence ofthis simulation it is clear 
that Theorems 9 and 11 are indeed valid for polynomially bounded DTOL systems 
with two tables only. 
G 
A _ \ 
Fig. 1. 
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